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Henrik Hallingbäck
Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
Hemperoxidaser är enzymer som katalyserar omvandlingen av det skadliga ämnet väteperoxid till vatten. När sådana peroxidaser genomfört väteperoxidomvandlingen, kan
de även oxidera flera olika typer av aromatiska substrat. Hemperoxidaser har en reaktionscykel i vilken de först omvandlar väteperoxid till vatten och därefter oxiderar två
aromatiska substrat efter varandra, innan de är redo att reagera med en ny väteperoxidmolekyl.
Alla hemperoxidaser reagerar enligt detta mönster, men det finns vissa skillnader mellan olika peroxidaser, särskilt vad beträffar reaktionshastigheten på de två oxidationsreaktionerna. Vi har med hjälp av högprestandadatorer försökt simulera hur substraten
indoler, lägger sig (dockar) i det aktiva sätet på pepparrotsperoxidas och myeloperoxidas innan oxidationsreaktionen äger rum. Dessa två peroxidaser uppvisar anmärkningsvärda och ibland svårförklarliga skillnader i reaktionshastigheter. Hur substraten dockar i det aktiva sätet kan inverka på reaktionshastigheten, även om många
andra faktorer naturligtvis också kan bidra.
Simulationsresultaten visade också mycket riktigt att substraten dockar till samma ställe på peroxidaserna, men att de dockar på helt olika sätt. Flera av de observerade skillnaderna mellan pepparrotsperoxidas och myeloperoxidas skulle kunna härledas till dessa olika dockningssätt. De mest svårförklarliga skillnaderna kunde dock inte förklaras,
troligen på grund av bristande kunskap om myeloperoxidasets struktur och uppbyggnad.
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ABBREVIATIONS
HRP, Horseradish peroxidase; MPO, Myeloperoxidase; co I, compound I; co II, compound II;
MLT, Melatonin; BHA, Benzhydroxamic acid; FER,
Ferulic acid; SRT, Serotonin; IAA, Indole-3-acetic
acid; GA, Genetic algorithm; LS, Local search; LGA,
Lamarckian genetic algorithm;
INTRODUCTION TO STUDY
Peroxidases are a group of enzymes that catalyse
the reduction of the dangerous compound peroxide
(H2O2) to water. The most common type of peroxidases are the heme-containing peroxidases that, by
performing this peroxide reduction, also gain a strong
oxidative potential. Peroxidases in that redoxintermediate state are therefore able to oxidise a variety of
aromatic compounds. This study will exquisitely focus on that type of peroxidases.
Heme-containing peroxidases have been found
in bacteria, fungi, plants and animals and they are
ordered into two superfamilies. Superfamily I comprise the bacterial, fungal and plant peroxidases
whereas superfamily II have all the animal peroxidases. The peroxidases of superfamily II differ significantly from those in superfamily I both in primary
and secondary structure and in the nature of the
heme. The main purpose of peroxidases in biology
varies with the species and context they are found in.
The main objective of superfamily I peroxidases
is to dispose of the dangerous peroxides that accidentally are formed in respiration, but they also take part
in the oxidation of other toxic compounds, defense
response towards wounding and in the promotion and
regulation of plant growth1, 2. Examples of these peroxidases are E. coli catalase-peroxidase, cytochrome
c peroxidase (CCP), lignin peroxidase (LiPO) and
horseradish peroxidase (HRP).
Peroxidase enzymes have intrigued the curiosity
of scientists for a very long time. Already in the early
19th century a french pharmacist named Planche
noted, that tinctures of the famous ironwood Guaiacum officinale (also called Lignum vitae) developed
an even stronger colour when he added a fresh horseradish root3. This was probably the first documented
observation of HRP oxidising an aromatic chromogen in the guaiac tincture. HRP is a monomeric
single chain protein of approximately 35 kDa weight.
The activity of peroxidases and haemoglobine was
soon associated with redox chemistry, and the color
change of that first experiment was for a long time
used as the main platform for research on redox catalysis. The fact that the horseradish root was a
prominent participator in the research of that time has
rendered

Chart 1. The structure of the Ferriprotoporphyrin IX (heme). Atoms are named according to the
IUPAC standard. The pyrrole rings are also denoted
with a letter.
HRP the best studied peroxidase so far and is also the
justification for its central role in this study.
Animal superfamily II peroxidases often play
roles in cell adhesion and for the immune system1,2.
Examples of animal peroxidases are lactoperoxidase
(LPO), eosinphil peroxidase (EPO) and myeloperoxidase (MPO)
In this family, myeloperoxidase is central to this
study on the basis of its prevalence and importance to
the unspecific antimicrobial defence in mammals.
MPO is in contrast to HRP, a 140 kDa homodimeric
protein with two polypeptide chains in each identical
protein unit. Its presence has been shown in the
phagosomes of some leukocytes like neutrophils and
monocytes. In the phagosome, MPO contribute to the
killing and digestion of phagocytised bacteria, viruses and other foreign elements4,5. Humans and mice
with defect MPO are shown to have an increased
susceptibility to fungal infections like Candida albicans. As other defense mechanisms are able to substitute the MPO-dependent killing pathway to a great
degree, the impact of MPO deficiency on health is
often very mild and the defect has been found in several people that were in good health4,6.
The active site of the heme peroxidase. The
heme-containing peroxidase hosts in its active site,
the heme ferriprotoporhyrin IX (Chart 1) as a
prostethic group. As the name implies, ferriprotoporphyrin IX is a protoporphyrin with the addition of an
iron ion with the formal charge of +3. The resulting
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peroxidase state is thus called the ferric state. The
protoporphyrin molecule itself has got a charge of -2
distributed on the four central nitrogens and furthermore two singly negative propionate sidechains at
normal pH conditions. Thus the ferriprotoporphyrin
IX heme has the total charge of -11,7.
The ferric state of the peroxidase is often regarded as the resting state of the enzyme and is also
the starting point of several reactions. The ferric ion
is in hemes naturally coordinated by the four central
heme nitrogens. Additionally, the ferric ion in peroxidases is coordinated by a fifth nitrogen atom below
the heme plane (Fig. 1), which is the Nε2 atom of a
histidine. This histidine is in the literature called the
proximal histidine because of its location close to the
heme Fe-ion. The sixth coordination position above
the heme plane is thus unoccupied in the ferric state.
Further above the heme plane, another histidine, the
distal histidine is situated, where it is able to make
stabilising bonds to whatever suitable compound that
ventures into the space between it and the ferric
ion2,8.
These common traits aside, there are still notable
differences between the HRP and MPO active sites.
In HRP, the heme is stabilised mainly through the
coordinating proximal histidine and by non-bonding
interactions of the active site. In the case of MPO,
there are also three covalent bonds between the heme
and the apoprotein (See appendix part 1)1.

Figure 2. The peroxidase cycle and oxidation
states relevant to this study. Relevant reactions are
numbered.
The heme peroxidase reaction cycle. The long
and arduous study of peroxidases has delivered
know-ledge about an imposing set of states and reactions of the heme peroxidases. The reaction cycle
mechanism that will be studied here (Fig. 2) is only a
part of all the possibilities.
The ferric state peroxidase can reduce hydrogen
peroxide (reaction 1) to water, by donating two electrons in order to bind the surplus oxygen as a sixth
coordinating atom to the heme Fe-ion 1,9,10. A somewhat simplified model of this process states, that one
of the electrons is given by the ferric Fe(III)-ion oxidising it to a ferryl Fe(IV)-ion1. The other electron is
supplied by the heme or the protein, forming a radical (in the literature referred to as the π–cation radical)10. When this reaction is completed a ferryl oxygen, a Fe(IV)-ion in the heme and the π–cation radical are present and define the redox intermediate
compound I (co I) state of the peroxidase. In the case
of HRP and most other peroxidases the π–cation
radical is deloca-lised within the heme porphyrin
ring11.
From the co I state, peroxidase can itself oxidise
some aromatic substrate by extracting one electron
and one proton from it (reaction 2) transforming the
substrate into a radical (AH⋅)1,8. Several aromatic
substrates may be used to drive this reaction. Reaction 2 will however only reduce the peroxidase one
oxidation equivalent. It has been shown that the donated electron abolishes the π–cation radical, while
the proton is hypothesised either to be bound to the
ferryl oxygen12 or to be bound somewhere else to the
apoprotein9,13. The presence of a ferryl oxygen with
perhaps a proton bound to it and the Fe(IV)-ion in
the heme but without the π–cation radical, then de-

Figure 1. Active site and common features of all
heme-containing peroxidases. All Fe-ion coordinating atoms are marked. The particular peroxidase
shown used for this figure is HRP in the ferric state.
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fines the redox intermediate compound II (co II) state
of the peroxidase.
Finally, the peroxidase can regain the ferric state
from co II by extracting another electron and proton
from some aromatic substrate (reaction 3). The same
set of substrates that drove reaction 2 can be used.
The detailed mechanism for this reaction is not
known in detail but the result is the restoration of the
ferric state peroxidase, production of another aromatic radical and a water molecule1,8.
Additionally, myeloperoxidase can regain the
ferric state directly from co I by peroxidation of halide ions to toxic hypohalous acids. HRP cannot undergo this two electron transfer reduction. The ability
to do this is the justification for MPOs prominence as
a weapon against foreign elements in the mammal
immune system1,4.

significant concentrations in blood and in bone marrow. Its biological relevance to MPO is not definitely established, but it has been found in activated
neutrophils in vivo and MPO co I and co II are in vitro perfectly able to oxidise MLT 14,15. Recent research have suggested a regulatory role for MLT in a
proposed oscillating MPO defense system in the neutrophil16. Tests have indeed indicated that an oscillating MPO defense system would be more robust
against the very radicals and hyphalous acids that itself produces17.
In order to suggest the binding position of substrates for reaction 2 and 3 in the active site of peroxidases, some x-ray structures of peroxidase complexed to substrates for the mentioned reactions have
been solved. To elucidate the complexed structures
properly without any reactions actually taking place,
peroxidases in ferric or in inhibited states were used.
In the case of HRP, enzyme-substrate complexes
with benzhydroxamic acid (BHA) and ferulic acid
(FER) have been obtained. These substrates were
never observed in the distal cavity, but rather above
the heme edge in proximity to the C18-methyl and
C20 atom of the heme (also referred to as D-ring
methyl and δ-meso carbon respectively)13,18. That is
the place that has been proposed to be the active site
for reaction 2 and 3 in plant peroxidases like
HRP19,20.

Indoles as substrates to peroxidases. Indole
derivatives are small aromatic compounds that often
have importance in biologic systems and several of
them have been remarked to be good substrates for
peroxidase reactions 2 and 3. An example of indoles
biologically relevant to HRP and other plant peroxidases, is the principal promotor of plant growth, Indole-3-acetic acid (IAA). This particular auxin has
been shown to be oxidised by HRP co I and co II in
vivo1. In the case of vertebrates and mammals, the
indole melatonin (MLT, Fig. 3) controls several oscillating physiologic systems. It has been found in
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Figure 3. Chemical structures of the substrates used in this study at pH 7.0. The parts of the indoles are
called: (A) indole substituent (IS), (B) indole ring (I), (C) sidechain (SC).
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Table 1
Bimolecular rate constants for reduction of compound I (k2) and II (k3) of horseradish peroxidase
(HRP) and myeloperoxidase (MPO) by the substrates melatonin and serotonin at pH 7.0 and 25°C.
Horseradish peroxidase
Indole
Serotonin
Melatonin

E °’ (V)

a

0.65
0.95

-1

-1

k2 (M s )
(8.1 ± 0.4) × 106
(1.3 ± 0.1) × 104

-1

Myeloperoxidase
-1

k3 (M s )
(1.2 ± 0.1) × 106
(5.2 ± 0.4) × 102

-1

k2 (M s-1)
(1.7 ± 0.1) × 107
(6.1 ± 0.2) × 106

k3 (M-1 s-1)
(1.4 ± 0.1) × 106
(9.6 ± 0.3) × 102

Single electron reduction potential

ponding potentials of HRP co I and co II. The k2/k3ratios of HRP, albeit smaller than those for MPO,
would still require a greater co I reduction potential
than that of co II in order to be satisfactorily explained. On the other hand, reduction potentials themselves are controlled to a great degree by structural factors and the similar values for HRP co I and co II
agree well with the findings that HRP co I and co II
are similar structurally. Regarding HRP, the difference in reaction rates could be explained by the difference in reaction mechanism of reaction 2 and 3. If
indoles dock to HRP at the heme edge as BHA and
FER did, the distance of electron transfer from the
substrate to the heme would be much shorter in reaction 2 than in reaction 3. In reaction 2 the electron
would just move directly to the heme pyrrole rings in
order to abolish the π–cation radical, while in reaction 3 the electron has to reach the ferryl ion to reduce co II9,24.
Given the argumentation and the observations
above, the differences between HRP and MPO k2/k3ratio cannot be explained satisfactorily. No structure
models of MPO co I or co II exists today either, that
could help shedding light on this issue. Perhaps some
of the properties observed for HRP cannot be so easily transferred to MPO as hitherto thought. The difference in reduction potential between MPO co I and
co II could indicate some event in MPO reaction 2
that cannot be found in the HRP reaction. Do indole
substrates interact with the MPO active site in a different manner from HRP? Are chemical and electrostatic differences between co I and co II enough to explain the reaction rate pattern? Would such differences induce the substrate to interact with the active site
of HRP or MPO differently? Can the possibility of a
conformational change in MPO during reaction 1 or
2 be excluded?
In this investigation we have attempted to adress
these questions by computational modelling of the
docking of MLT and SRT in the active site of HRP
and MPO co I and co II macromolecules. The position and orientation of the docked indoles could perhaps answer the questions presented above.

Less is known about the substrate behaviour towards MPO, but EPR spectroscopy research have
suggested that docked substrates are situated roughly
at the same location at the heme edge as in HRP,
though their orientation was indicated to be different21.
Questions and aims. Investigations in recent
years have focused on indoles as substrates for peroxidases and differences in behaviour between HRP
and MPO have been uncovered, that hitherto have
been hard to explain. Spectroscopically, co I and co
II are easily identified in both HRP and MPO, indicating that they follow the same reaction mechanism
pattern. Several indoles have been confirmed as substrates both for HRP and MPO with different rate
constants for the reactions. Much research has also
been invested in explaining the substrate selectivity
with some success. These methods exclusively use
physical and chemical properties of the substrates.
Among these are the measurements of substrate reduction potentials (Table 1)22, correlations with
Hammett coefficients1 and molecular orbital studies23.The indoles chosen for this study are melatonin
(MLT) and serotonin (SRT). See figure 3 and table 1.
Some results of the listed investigations are
worth to mention. Firstly, Table 1 show higher k2rates than k3-rates. MPO exhibits that difference to an
even higher degree, having a substantially higher
k2/k3-ratio of 6400 (MLT) and 12 (SRT) than the
HRP ratios of 25 (MLT) and 6.8 (SRT). The reaction
rates of most other indoles show the same trend9,15.
Secondly, X-ray driven catalytic reduction of dioxygen species have yielded high resolution structures of
HRP in the co I and co II state12. These structural
models are nearly identical, and the ferric HRP structure is in turn only slightly different from them.
Thirdly, the single electron reduction potential of
HRP is 0.88 V for co I and 0.90 V for co II24, whereas the reduction potential of MPO co I is 1.16 V for
co I and 0.97 V for co II25.
The reduction potentials of MPO co I and co II
would agree the with the great k2/k3-ratio of MPO
reductions but this cannot be said about the corres-
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of ligands docked into a macromolecule active site26.
This evolution-like computational method also use
evolutionary terminology and therefore requires individuals in the form of ligands and an environment in
the form interaction energy grids of a chosen part of
the macromolecule.
The individuals (ligands, substrates) are generated from PDB-files and are described by their genotype in which position, orientation and torsional angles of the rotatable bonds are considered to be its
genes. When placed into an environment though, the
individual also has to be described by its atom positions, which then constitute the phenotype. The macromolecular environment is calculated as a series of
energy grids using the PDB-file of the macromolecule as its main source of information. Every energy
grid comprise the interaction energy at every gridpoint between the macromolecule and a single atom
type present in the ligand (e g oxygen-MPO co II interaction energy grid). As these energy grids are calculated only once, it follows that the macromolecule
is treated as being rigid in the simulation.

INTRODUCTION TO METHODS
Enzymatic reactions of high rates, as indole reduction of peroxidase co I or co II often are, require
the substrate to be in an energetically favourable position in the enzyme active site. If the substrateenzyme interaction energy was not favourable in the
active site, the substrate would not be likely to reside
there for any longer period of time. That time would
then be too short for the substrate to surmount the
reaction energy barrier. Such a substrate-enzyme interaction would not result in high reaction rates if it
resulted in any reaction at all.
Therefore finding substrate-enzyme interaction
energy minima is of great interest. Ligands having
positions and orientations corresponding to interaction energy minima are considered to be docked. If
the ligand is a substrate, those positions and orientations would be the most likely starting points for a
reaction with the macromolecule.
Docking by genetic algorithm search methods: AutoDock 3.0. In AutoDock 3.0 genetic algorithms (GA) are used to obtain conformational modes

Figure 4. Schematic view of a complete and a subsequent incomplete generation for a population of five individuals. Genotypes are illustrated by small tabulae covered with genetic information and phenotypes with
small furry wads. The procedures shown are: (1) mapping from genotype to phenotype, (2) fitness evaluation
giving interaction energies (ΔG), (3) determination of how much offspring the individuals will produce according to [7] where N is set at 1. (4) The different reproduction possibilities are shown. Besides simple reproduction with a child identical to the parent, mutation (M), crossover (C), elitist survival (E) and Lamarckian reproduction (L) may take place. The dotted line signifies the transition from one generation to the next.
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ΔG = ΔGvdW

ΔGvdW
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2
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[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

iC , j

It is notable that no classical intramolecular
bonded energy terms (e g bond lenghts, angles or dihedrals) are used even within the ligand. The ligand
internal bond lengths and angles are assumed to be
fixed in their original position and if a bond within
the ligand is specified as rotatable, the dihedral torsion of that bond will be restrained only by the nonbonding terms [2], [3] or [4]. Therefore, it is important to get ligand molecule models with good intramolecular properties as the environmental forcefield of AutoDock 3.0 will not improve these properties on its own.

Docking free energy as a measurement of
fitness. After these preparatory steps, a number of
individuals with randomly chosen genotypes are created. These individuals constitute the population of
the docking simulation. The basic process step of the
docking simulation is the generation (Fig. 4). During
a generation the population individuals will have
their phenotypes mapped (calculated) from their corresponding genotypes. The acquisition of the phenotypes will enable AutoDock to evaluate the fitness of
each and every individual by calculating their interaction energy with the environment. Individuals having low interaction energies (ΔG) will be considered
more fit than those having higher ones. When combining the environmental information from the interaction energy grids with the genetic information from
the ligands, the energy evaluation formula will look
much the same as formulae used in implicit solvent
molecular mechanics [1-6].
The summations are performed for all pairs of
ligand atoms (i) with the macromolecule atoms (j)
and also for atom pairs within the ligand that are
separated by three or more bonds. The constants (C)
in front of each and every term have been determined
empirically using a large set of observed proteinligand complexes with known binding energies. The
first three terms are classical molecular mechanics
terms as van der Waal's dispersion/repulsion [2], hydrogen bonding [3] and electrostatics [4]27. The next
two terms are entropical terms. The first signifies an
unfavourable energy addition acquired if the ligand
would bind to the macromolecule at the spot and thus
lose all torsional freedom [5]. As this study is more
concerned with docking than with outright binding,
this term will be consistently ignored. The second
term is modelling the so called desolvation energy
that stems from the loss of interaction between the
macromolecule and the implicit solvent as the ligand
blockates certain surface areas of the macromolecule
[6]26.

Reproduction in GA-simulations. The obtained
docking free energy values, the so called fitness, is
the fundamental discriminator when deciding which
individuals should be able to reproduce an offspring
for the next generation, thus preserving or even
spread their genes in the future population. The reproduction process (Fig. 4) is carried out for every
individual once in a generation according to the formula:

ni =

f w − fi
fw − f

fw ≠ f

[7]

where ni is the number of offspring (rounding
applied) that is created by the individual i, fi is the
fitness (docking free energy) of i, 〈f〉 is the current
mean fitness of the population and fw is the lowest
fitness value measured since the latest N generations.
N is defined by the program user. The formula is per
se able to regulate the population size.
During the reproduction phase other events may
take place with a user-defined probability. The events
are mutation, crossover, elitist survival and Lamarckian evolution (Fig. 4). Mutation is, as in pure genetics, a change in a gene of an individual. In AutoDock, mutations are signified by adding a random
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value to a randomly selected gene of a randomly selected individual. Crossover on the other hand is represented by an exchange of one or several genes between two randomly chosen individuals. The elitist
survival is reserved for the fittest individuals in the
population only. It guarantees the survival of the unchanged genotype of that particular individual to the
next generation. In effect this feature confers immunity to at least one of the offspring against any alteration to its genes that mutation, crossover of Lamarckian evolution could cause. All these events may only
manipulate genotypes and do not make use of the
phenotypic information. A reverse-mapping process
is therefore not required.

presented as the docking solution. In a complete
docking simulation several simulation runs are commenced, making the result a number of ligand conformational solutions, each of them the fittest in their
respective simulation run. The conformation solutions are then sorted according to increasing docking
energy and clustered. The clustering is performed by
comparing the RMSD of the respective atom positions of one conformation solution to that of another.
If the RMSD is below a user defined tolerance value
Rtol, the solutions will be considered clustered. The
lowest energy solution in a cluster is selected as the
conformational representative of that cluster. The
clustering process starts by measuring the RMSD of
the lowest energy solution of the simulation to every
other solution, clustering them together when the
RMSD value is below Rtol. Then the program will
proceed to measure the RMSD of the second lowest
energy solution to all other solutions, building more
and greater clusters until all solution pair RMSDs are
calculated. Should the conflict arise that a conformation solution acquired RMSD values that could assign it to more than one cluster, the cluster to which
it has the lowest RMSD would be chosen.

Local genotypic search and Lamarckian
evolution. Charles Darwin (1809 - 1882) was the
first to identify the natural selection as the driving
force behind evolution and he invented the concept
of survival of the fittest. He was however not the first
to believe in, or to create developed theories about
evolution. Jean-Baptiste Lamarck (1744-1829) introduced the idea that species change over long periods
of time because they use their organs and extremities
in different ways to fulfill different objectives. These
abilities acquired in their lifetime by training, use and
disuse would then be heritable and passed onto the
next generation.
This theory has long since been refuted and ridiculed. It is however easy to speculate, that had Lamarcks notion about heritable abilities acquired during the individual's lifetime been correct, evolution
would have proceeded faster. Darwinian genetic algorithms has been introduced into the field of high
performance computing and even though it has been
succesful in some areas at finding good solutions, it
has been clear that a significant part of the computing
time is wasted on individuals with bad or mediocre
fitness. AutoDock 3.0 has incorporated into the GA a
local search method (LS) by Solis and Wets28, creating the Lamarckian genetic algorithm (LGA)26. On a
randomly chosen individual the LS-method is able to
perform a small energy minimisation effort directly
in genotypic space. It also uses the same docking energy evaluation method as does the GA [1-6] repeatedly for guidance. From the GA point of view, the
LS-method works like a series of small mutations
that often are beneficial or at worst indifferent to the
fitness of the individual.

Calculation of probe-macromolecule
interaction energy grids with GRID. Before any
outright docking simulations could take place
though, it was needful to get some information of the
accessibility of the macromolecule active site to
small molecular probes like water, methyl or hydroxyl groups. The program GRID is able to calculate probe-macromolecule interaction energy grids
for a great variety of monoatomic and oligoatomic
probes. These interaction energy grids are considered
more realistic and use more advanced energy force
fields than the monoatomic AutoDock energy grids.
The energy grids produced with GRID are however
too complex for AutoDock to use. These calculations
were instead performed as a safeguard against errors
that AutoDock could produce, to aid their interpretation, and as a check on the robustness to the difference of the methods.
It is not enough to know the position of the active site in the macromolecule in order to parametrise
docking simulations optimally. Hence, the position
and the accessibility of the substrate transport channel must also be carefully inspected. There could for
example exist areas of favourable docking energy in
cavities in the macromolecule that has no connecting
transport channel to the surface. When using GA and
especially LGA, resulting solutions could well end
up in such cavities despite the impossibility for a
ligand to reach it in reality.

Analysis of the result. A docking simulation
run is terminated after a certain number of energy
evaluations (including those performed in a LSsearch) or a certain number of generations and the
individual with the lowest docked free energy will be
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boxyl oxygen (O::) and protonated amino group
(NH3+).

METHODS
Macromolecule structure models. To represent
HRP in grid calculations and subsequent docking
simulations the PDB-crystallographic structure models 7ATJ (ferric and cyanide inhibited)18, 1HCH (co
I)12 and 1H55 (co II)12 were used. To represent all
states of MPO in the simulations, the PDBcrystallographic structure model the A and C chain of
1D2V5 was extracted and used. The B and D chain
constitutes the other identical half of the dimer and
the interaction point of the halves is not in the vicitinity of the active site or its transport channel. The B
and D chain were therefore unnecessary for the simulations. Structure models of MPO co I and co II did
not exist at the time of the simulation experiments.
All structure models were quality-checked regarding
resolution, R - Rfree values, ramachandran plot, et c.
and were sucessfully superimposed on each other using the FITPDBS program with the protoporphyrine
ring as a frame of reference. For reasons of comparison and analysis, the PDB models 6ATJ18 and 1GX2
(submitted but not yet published) were also superimposed in this manner even though they were not used
as HRP representatives in the simulations. RMSD
values of the superposed porphyrines were always <
0.2 Å.

Preparation of ligand for AutoDock. MLT and
SRT structural models were generated (hydrogens
included) online with the CORINA program31. BHA
and FER were fetched from the 1GX2 and 6ATJ
structures respectively. All ligand structural models
were optimised by fast energy minimisation and
equipped with Gasteiger charges in their protonation
state at pH 7. To BHA and FER, hydrogen atoms
were also added. All these steps were performed with
TRIGO-SYBYL 6.9.1. Translation of the ligand
model data to AutoDock genotypic format was made
by AutoTors. All non-polar hydrogens were subsequently deleted, adding their charges to that of their
closest bonded atom (united-atom principle). All ligand single sp3-bonds were made fully flexible except for amide or peptide bonds (See appendix part 3
for details). The number of flexible bonds became 4
for MLT, SRT, FER and 2 for BHA.
Preparation of macromolecule for AutoDock.
Water molecules and heterogroups (except Ca2+ ions)
did not take part in the AutoDock simulations if not
stated otherwise. Polar hydrogens were added to the
macromolecule (united-atom principle) with
WHATIF 5.0. The protonation state was set according to the previously mentioned pKa calculations17
with the pH being 7. To achieve this, the following
constraints had to be enforced on the WHATIF protonator. HRPs: Distal His 42 was protonated on the
Nδ1 atom and was constrained to remain unflipped.
MPOs: Distal His A95 was protonated on the Nδ1
atom and was constrained to remain unflipped.
Moreover Asp A98 was protonated on the Oδ2 atom.
WHATIF processed all other states in accordance
with the pKa calculations. All new hydrogen atoms
of the macromolecule models were properly named
with WHATIF2UHBD and then all amino acids were
supplied with Kollman united-atom charges. Regarding the heme, charges for a ferrous heme were obtained from CHARMM22 parameter files and were
modificated to the ferric and other states according to
the superhistidine policy11,30,32 (Table 2. See appendix part 2 for more details). Calcium ions got the
formal charge +2. Solvation parameters were added
using AutoDock Addsol. In the case where an additional CN- ion and a water molecule participated
(Table 2, grid 6), the charges of the CN- ion were of
Gasteiger type using TRIGO-SYBYL 6.9.1. The
charges for the water were obtained from the charge
database of GRID.

Probe-macromolecule free energy grids using
GRID. Water molecules and heterogroups (except
Ca2+ ions) did not take part in the GRID calculations
if nothing else is stated. The model input files were
processed and manipulated with the help of the preparatory program GRIN. The protonation state of the
macromolecules amino acids was set according to
pKa calculations previously made17 and the GRID
electrostatic parameters were used. For the electrostatics of the heme, charges for a ferrous heme were
obtained from CHARMM22 parameter files29 and
were modificated to the ferric and other states according to the makeshift policy30 (See appendix part
2 for details). Charges of non-polar hydrogens in the
CHARMM22 parameters were added to the charge of
the closest non-hydrogen atom in order to fit the
GRID united-atom principle. Grids were calculated
only for a box in which the active site region and the
active site transport channel could be placed. Boxes
for HRP had the dimension 30×20×20 Å and for
MPO 20×35×30 Å. Gridpoints were calculated every
0.5 Å in the direction of all dimensions. A great variety of probes were used of which the majority was
based on the functional groups of MLT and SRT.
The most important probes were water (OH2), hydrophobic probe (DRY), methyl group (C3), car-
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Table 2
Macromolecular docking energy grids calculated by AutoGrid 3.0
Grid
Ox.
Peroxidase
no:
statea

Source of protein and heme

Source of ferryl oxygen

Ligands simulated
with AutoDock

1
2
3
4
5
6

HRP

F-F
1-1
2-2
F-1
F-2
F-C

7ATJ
1HCH
1H55
7ATJ
7ATJ
7ATJb

1HCH
1H55
1HCH
1H55
-

BHA,FER,MLT,SRT
MLT,SRT
MLT,SRT
MLT
MLT
FER

7
8
9

MPO

F-F
F-1
F-2

1D2Vc
1D2Vc
1D2Vc

1HCH
1H55

MLT,SRT
MLT,SRT
MLT,SRT

a

b

c

HRP oxidation state is denoted with the conformational part first and the chemical/electrostatic part second
(F - ferric, 1 - compound I, 2 - compound 2 and C - cyanide inhibited).
The 7ATJ cyanide ion, and water no: 1054 were also included in this AutoGrid calculation. Moreover, distal
His 42 was doubly protonated.
Only the A and C chain of 1D2V were used.

for MPO 20×35×30 Å. The nine grids (Table 2) were
calculated for all atom types present in the ligands:
C - aliphatic carbon, A - aromatic carbon, N - nitrogen, O - oxygen and H - polar hydrogen. The heme
Fe-ion and its coordinating nitrogens were modelled
as an independent atom type according to the recommendations of the programmers33 also using the
recommended Fe-atom parameters34. Unfortunately
AutoDock cannot manage more than 7 atom types.
Therefore, the Calcium ions were assumed to have
the same repulsion/dispersion properties as the Featoms. Other parameters were set as default35.
AutoDock parameter files were generated and
set for 50 LGA-runs having 50 individuals in the population. The maximum number of generations and
of energy evaluations for every single run was set at
27000 and 1.0×106 respectively. Number of individuals that could survive by elitism was set at 1 and
the number of generations to pick the worst individual (N) was set at 10. All other parameters were set as
default35 and every simulation was repeated once
with the same parameters (except the randomising
seed). The resulting 50 + 50 docking solutions were
subsequently clustered with AutoDock Tools both
separately and together. The RMSD tolerance treshold (Rtol) was set at 1.0 Å, but another clustering
with Rtol = 0.2 Å was performed to ensure that the
representative of each 1.0 Å cluster was not an outlier within that cluster.

Conformational, chemical and electrostatic
peroxidase state representations. A major difficulty
was the lack of structural models of MPO co I and
co II. It was however possible to create representations of MPO co I and co II with the chemical and
electrostatical information. MPO co I and co II were
then representated chemically by pasting the ferryl
oxygens of 1HCH and 1H55 respectively onto the
superimposed MPO files originated from 1D2V, and
electrostatically by using the heme-charges for co I
and co II (Table 2, grid 8 and 9). Note that one automatically assumes that there are no significant apoprotein conformation change during reaction 1 or 2.
To compare the impact of a full peroxidase state
change (chemically, electrostatically and conformationally) to one where only the chemical and electrostatic change took place, simulations were performed
that emulated HRP co I and II in the same way as
MPO co I and II was emulated. In effect: the ferryl
oxygens of 1HCH and 1H55 were pasted into preparatory HRP-files originating from 7ATJ (Table 2,
grid 4 and 5). In all, there were four grids created that
reflect chemical and electrostatic features of co I or
co II while using the conformational information of
the ferric enzymes.
AutoGrid/Dock parameters. AutoGrid parameter files were generated and set. Grids were calculated only for a box in which the active site region and
the active site transport channel could be placed.
Boxes for HRP had the dimension 30×20×20 Å and
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Figure 5. Energy contours for water probe in the active site of ferric HRP (blue, dark) and ferric MPO (orange, light) superposed on each other. The contour should be interpreted as an energy limit of probe tolerance
and is set at +0.5 kcal/mol. The MPO heme (green, light) has got a 180° rotation difference compared to the
heme of HRP (red, dark) with the axis of rotation sticking out of from the Fe-ion toward the reader. The C20
atoms are marked as balls in the colours of the respective hemes.
port channels originates from nearly opposite directions. Still, they both pass the C20 atom at the both
the MPO and HRP heme edge. The explanation to
this apparent contradiction is that the heme of MPO
is orientated with a 180° rotation difference. From
the Figure 5 point of view, the axis of rotation goes
through the Fe-atom towards the reader. A superposition of the hemes of HRP and MPO without taking
the position of the active site histidines into account,
would result in superposing the proximal histidine of
HRP onto the MPO distal cavity and vice versa.
Firstly, it is noted that the probes venture further
into the distal cavity of MPO than into that of HRP.
Generally, the MPOs active site seem much more
spacious than HRPs. In fact, all the probes tested
were tolerated (interaction energy < + 0.5 kcal/mol)
above the MPO ferric ion whereas the protonated
amino group was not tolerated above the HRP ferric

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Probe-macromolecule energy maps
calculated with GRID. Probe-macromolecule free
energy grids were calculated for HRP and MPO
models using water, methyl group, carboxyl oxygen,
protonated amino group and a general hydrophobic
probe. All grids showed favourable pockets for probe
interaction somewhere in the active site. They also
agreed on the general outline of the substrate transport channel to the active site. It was soon evident
that the appearance and orientation of the transport
channel was quite different when comparing HRP to
MPO. The water probe gives a good illustration of
this (Fig. 5). The grids of other probes basically give
the same picture.
Before listing the observations made, the superposition of the MPO active site onto that of HRP has
to be commented. One can readily see that the trans-
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ion. Secondly, the energy grids indicate different
ways of approach toward the heme edge. Substrates
can reach the HRP heme in a rather narrow channel
in the proximity of the C20 atom and closer to the
C17-propionate side than to the C3-vinyl side. In
contrast, the tolerance contours of the MPO active
site offer a wider contact surface with the heme edge.
The water probe, is as figure 5 shows, even allowed
to reside directly above the D-ring and over the the
C17-propionate. Note that this propionate is directed
low to the proximal side of the active site in contrast
to the MPO C13-propionate and to both HRP propionates (See also Fig. 11), that all are directed to the
distal side, blockating any probes or substrates from
entering that area. This behaviour of the MPO C17propionate is observed not only in the 1D2V structure but is typical to x-ray structure models of MPO.
Differences in probe tolerability could also be
observed between ferric HRP and that of HRP co I

and co II (Fig. 6). Among others, the carboxyl oxygen was tolerated directly above the ferric ion both in
HRP and MPO. Unsurprisingly though, the addition
of the ferryl oxygen in co I and co II made the area
unfavourable for the probe. One can easily see that
the tolerance of the carboxyl oxygen does not extend
further than approximately 1 Å beyond the C20 atom
over the heme edge. This is observed for the other
probes as well even though some of them are not tolerated better in the ferric state either. These observations fit in with the proposal, that while reaction 2
and 3 (Fig. 2) that require larger aromatic substrates
take place at the heme edge, small specifically chosen molecules like peroxide can get into the distal
cavity of ferric HRP to perform reaction 1. The appearance of the co II probe tolerance contours were
very similar to those of co I.

Figure 6. Energy contour for carboxy oxygen in the active site of ferric horseradish peroxidase (orange,
light) and co I HRP (blue, dark). The energy contour is set at +0.5 kcal/mol. The superimposed active sites are
the ferric (dark red, dark) and co I (blue, light). The ferryl oxygen and C20 heme atom are marked as a blue and
black ball respectively.
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Figure 8. The HFG (blue, dark) and HFI (red,
middle) are conformation modes of ferulic acid
docked to ferric HRP with a CN- ion as 6:th hemecoordinating ligand. The FA1 ferulic acid mode (yellow, light) was obtained from a crystallographic
structure with the CN- ion present in order to make
the active site structure resemble that of co I. The
RMSDs of HFG and HFI to FA1 were 6.3 Å and 0.9
Å respectively.

Figure 7. The HBB2 docking submode (blue,
dark) of BHA was docked to ferric HRP and closely
resembles, by a RMSD of 0.6 Å, the complexed ligand (yellow, light) obtained through x-ray chrystallography. The binding of BHA has earlier been
shown to induce Phe 68 to form a 'lid' over the substrate (part of structure model 1GX2 shown in grey).
As structural models for MPO co I and co II
were missing, there were no attempts made to calculate GRID energy maps for these. Assuming that no
major conformation rearrangement take place in
MPO in reaction 1, one can speculate that although
the ferryl oxygen would diminish the tolerance for
probes in the distal cavity, MPO would still offer better possibilities of probe-heme contact than does
HRP.

tween the simulations must be lower than 0.05
kcal/mol and the conformation representatives had to
be similar enough (inspected visually and qualitatively). The cluster strength was also required to be at
least 6 % in both simulations individually. Clusters
meeting these conditions were considered to be significant. Thereafter the result conformations were
joined and reclustered with the same Rtol values. The
significant clusters of the first two clusterings were
always easily identified to clusters created in the
joined reclustering thus also making those significant. Such significant clusters in the joined reclustering define the modes.
Modes are described in the same terms as clusters are, and use the cluster properties of the joined
reclustering. The lowest energy conformation of a
significant cluster then constitutes the mode representative and the lowest energy value is the mode energy. The percentage of the total number of result
conformations in the rejoined clustering, that belonged to a mode for a particular value of Rtol then
logically constitutes the mode strength. To measure
the reproducibility of the simulation, the mode
strength percentages was summarised and make up
the total mode strength.
The total mode strength thus shows the percentage share of all result conformations in the repeated
simulation that belong to modes. The rest of the conformations are either outliers, or belong to clusters
that was not reproduced well enough to make them
significant. If the total mode strength was very low

AutoDock: Clusters, modes and simulation
reproducibility. The result was, as mentioned in the
introduction to methods chapter, presented as clusters
of conformations with the lowest energy conformation of that cluster being the cluster representative.
That lowest docking energy value then constitutes
the cluster energy and the percentage of the total
number of result conformations that belonged to that
particular cluster for a particular value of Rtol constitutes the cluster strength. Questions quickly arose
about how determine how many energy evaluations
AutoDock simulations required, to present an adequately converged and consistent result. Would a
simulation result be reproducible if it was rerun with
a different seed number given to the randomising
processes? To ensure that the parametrisation was
good enough, to
yield fairly reproducible results, all AutoDock simulations were run twice, clustered individually and the
results of those clusterings were compared. Clusters
of the first simulation would have to correspond with
the clusters of the second simulation to a certain degree. Regarding cluster energy, the difference be-
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Table 3
The docking results are presented as different conformation modes of melatonin and serotonin
docked into the active site of horseradish peroxidase.
HRP Conf.
ox.
mode
statea name

Mode
strength
(%)

Mode docking energy
(kcal mol-1)

Mode
orientationb

Mode
att. to
heme
planec

Melatonin
F - F HMB
HMC
HMC2
1 - 1 HMB
HMCf
HMC2f
HMC4
2 - 2 HMB
HMC
HMC2
HMC3
F - 1 HMA2
HMB
HMC
HMC2
F - 2 HMB
HMC
HMC2
HMC3

15
35
12
11
19
26
13
7
10
40
8
8
9
40
16
7
39
12
9

-10.75
-9.99
-9.77
-10.89
-9.43
-9.33
-9.33
-10.98
-9.50
-9.48
-9.53
-10.83
-10.77
-10.09
-9.85
-10.72
-10.09
-9.85
-9.74

SC
IS
IS
SC
IS
IS
IS
SC
IS
IS
IS
IS
SC
IS
IS
SC
IS
IS
IS

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

6.36
4.12
4.45
6.49
4.18
4.16
4.07
6.24
4.20
4.62
4.22
4.39
6.33
4.20
4.46
6.34
4.15
4.49
4.48

/
/
/
/
/

.
.
.
.
.

4.30
4.22
5.09
4.22
4.63

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

4.18
4.06
4.69
4.20
4.75
5.20
4.20
4.54
5.23

F-F
1-1
2-2

HSA
HSA
HSC2
HSA
HSC

83
64
32
75
23

Protonated Serotonin
-9.56
IS
-9.46
IS
-8.79
SC
-9.62
IS
-8.87
SC

Min. dist. of inIndole
dole atom to censtacking
tre of D-pyrrole.
d
ring
(Å)e

Unprotonated Serotonin
F-F

1-1

2-2

HSA
HSC
HSD
HSA
HSC
HSC3
HSA
HSC
HSC3

46
28
13
37
38
23
42
43
13

-8.75
-8.86
-8.73
-8.51
-8.62
-8.70
-8.66
-8.72
-8.72

IS
SC
I
IS
SC
SC
IS
SC
SC

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

a

b

c

d

e
f

HRP oxidation state is denoted with the conformational part first and the chemical/electrostatic part second (F - ferric,
1 - compound I and 2 - compound 2).
Part of the ligand that is presented toward the heme Fe-ion (IS - Indole substituent, SC - Sidechain, I - Indole aromatic
rings).
Descriptor of the indole aromatic ring plane as either having less than a 5° angle from the heme plane (parallel, -) or
more than 5° (non parallel, /).
The particular ligand aromatic ring that is in a good position to make aromatic stacking with the D-pyrrole of the heme
(5 - pyrrole part of indole ring, 6 - phenyl part of indole ring, 5 & 6 - both, . - none).
The distance from the centre of the heme D-pyrrole ring to the closest indole atom of the mode.
These submodes were obtained from a clustering using 0.6 Å RMSD tolerance. In the original 1.0 Å clustering the HMC
mode alone substitutes these with a population strength of 45 %.
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and the results were clustered accordingly. The two
conformational docking modes HBA and HBB were
detected along with HBB2 which is a submode of
HBB. HBA had the lowest docking energy (-7.3
kcal/mol) and HBB and its submode HBB2 had
slightly higher docking energies (-6.9 kcal/mol). The
latter modes (Fig. 7) were the best populated modes
(HBB, 79 % mode strength at Rtol = 1.0 Å and
HBB2, 64 % mode strength at Rtol = 0.2 Å) and reconstructed the x-ray obtained complex very closely
with RMSDs of 0.8 and 0.6 Å respectively. The total
mode strength was 90 % at Rtol = 1.0. Thus, the reproducibility was very good and the majority of the
conformations reconstructed the observed complex
very well even though they did not have the lowest
docking energy of the simulation.
Even though this complex was succesfully reconstructed, the docking of BHA has been shown to
induce an HRP conformation with Phe 68 acting as a
closed lid around docked BHA (Fig 7). Thus BHA
induces conformation changes in ferric HRP per se.
Perhaps docking simulations with a macromolecule
model expressing this effect (e g 1GX2) could reconstruct the BHA-HRP complex even better. In the
main docking simulations though, this conformation
would probably only blockate MLT and SRT from
reaching the heme edge as these substrates are substantially larger than BHA. In any case, this points
out a source of error to the current form of AutoDock
simulations because of the requirement to keep the
macromolecule rigid which is not always the case in
reality.

(< 50 % with Rtol = 1.0 Å) the simulation was not
considered to be reproducible and had to be
reparametrised.
Since at least two Rtol values (1.0 Å and 0.2 Å)
always were applied, it often occurred (especially
when clustering was good) that modes of an 1.0 Å
clustering could be displayed as two separate modes
in a 0.2 Å clustering. It could also happen that modes
existing in both 1.0 and 0.2 Å could have different
mode representatives. Modes of a 0.2 Å clustering
falling into any of these two mentioned categories
were then considered to be submodes to the corresponding mode in the 1.0 Å clustering. Note that
modes mentioned in the results never are submodes if
not explicitly stated. Numerals after the three letter
name of the modes do not necessarily mean they are
submodes but is rather a sign of general similarity
between modes.
Reconstruction of x-ray crystallographic
ligand-macromolecule complexes. To ascertain the
reliability of AutoDock simulations further, docking
experiments were performed with substrates that
have been observed complexed with peroxidase. As
no model of such complex with MPO is available for
the moment, these simulations will exclusively use
HRP as macromolecule.
Benzhydroxamic acid (BHA) has already been
mentioned as a substrate of HRP reaction 2 and 3,
and has been found complexed with ferric HRP13.
Docking simulations were performed with BHA as
ligand with torsional flexibility in two bonds. Grid 1
(Table 2) was used to represent the macromolecule
P

a

b

Figure 9. Docking mode results for the active site of HRP co I. C18, C20 and the ferryl oxygen are shown
as black balls. a) The HMB (blue, dark) and HMC (green, light) are docking modes of MLT. b) The HSA (blue,
dark) and HSC2 (green, light) are docking modes of protonated SRT.
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Table 4
The docking results are presented as different conformation modes of Melatonin and Serotonin
docked into the active site of Myeloperoxidase.
MPO Conf.
ox.
mode
statea name

Mode
strength
(%)

Mode docking energy
(kcal mol-1)

Mode
orientationb

Mode
att. to
heme
planec

Melatonin
F - F MMA
MMB
MMC
MME
F - 1 MMB
MMC
MME
F - 2 MMB
MMC
MME

8
7
38
11
9
41
26
9
43
20

-12.18
-10.84
-10.41
-9.81
-11.03
-10.55
-10.18
-11.07
-10.56
-10.17

IS
I
IS
I
I
IS
I
I
IS
I

-

6
5
6
5
5
6
5
5
6
5

3.54
3.47
3.51
3.51
3.30
3.53
3.51
3.42
3.51
3.54

Protonated serotonin
F - F MSA2
48
MSC2
31
F - 1 MSB
36
MSC2
33
F - 2 MSB
31
MSC2
33

-10.26
-9.69
-10.11
-9.77
-10.15
-9.79

IS
I
IS
I
IS
I

-

6
5&6
6
5&6
6
5&6

3.40
3.46
3.44
3.45
3.45
3.44

-9.57
-9.39
-8.86
-9.30
-8.99
-9.28
-9.00

IS
IS
I
IS
I
IS
I

-

6
6
5&6
6
5&6
6
5&6

3.55
3.40
3.48
3.44
3.49
3.44
3.49

Min. dist. of inIndole
dole atom to censtacking
tre of D-pyrrole.
d
ring
(Å)e

Unprotonated serotonin
F-F

F-1
F-2

a
b
c
d

e

MSA
MSA2
MSC
MSB
MSC
MSB
MSC

44
17
24
34
38
43
27

HRP oxidation state is denoted with the conformational part first and the chemical/electrostatic part second (F - ferric,
1 - compound I and 2 - compound 2).
Part of the ligand that is presented toward the heme Fe-ion (IS - Indole substituent, SC - Sidechain, I - Indole aromatic
rings).
Descriptor of the indole aromatic ring plane as either having less than a 5° angle from the heme plane (parallel, -) or more
than 5° (non parallel, /).
The particular ligand aromatic ring that is in a good position to make aromatic stacking with the D-pyrrole ring of the heme (5
- pyrrole part of indole ring, 6 - phenyl part of indole ring, 5 & 6 - both, . - none).
The distance from the centre of the heme D-pyrrole ring to the closest indole atom of the mode.

Henriksen et al have by the means of x-ray crystallography found three docked conformations of ferulic acid (FER) in complex with ferric HRP18. These
were called FA1, FA2 and FA3. When using the pure
ferric representation (Grid 1) only FA3 could be reconstructed to any extent (HFC, 20 % strength at Rtol
= 1.0 Å and energy at -9.3 kcal/mol). The total mode
strength was 75 % at Rtol = 1.0.
In the same article, Henriksen and coworkers
tried to emulate a non-reactive form of co I by inhibiting the ferric HRP with a cyanide ion bound in the

6:th Fe-coordinating position. As a result the FA2
and FA3 modes were excluded and only the FA1
mode could be found. In imitation of this latter experiment grid no: 6 (Table 2) was calculated in which
the cyanide ion and an important structrural water
molecule was added. Indeed the mode HFI (26 %
strength at Rtol = 1.0 Å and energy at -7.4 kcal/mol)
reconstruced FA1 rather well with an RMSD of 0.9
Å. On the other hand, no modes were able to reconstruct FA2 or FA3 in this simulation.
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Even if mode strengths and docking energies
were not very impressive AutoDock is still able to
reconstrunct FA3 and FA1 in conditions were they
are known to be present and to exclude FA3 from
conditions were it is known to be excluded. The failure to reconstruct FA2 and FA1 in the active site of
ferric state HRP can be explained by the observation
that structural waters or other chemical agents are
likely to be involved in the substrate-protein interaction. FA1 and FA2 are located rather far from the active site, thus having few interaction possibilities
with ferric HRP. This illustrates another limitation of
AutoDock that seemingly is not solved by the implicit solvent force field. Water molecules or possibly
other agents could participate in the docking process,
which could result in different docking modes.

closest indole atom to the D-pyrrole ring of the heme
being 4.1 - 6.5 Å for MLT and 4.1 - 5.2 Å for either
form of SRT. In addition to these trends, it is easily
noticed that MLT and SRT have two ways of orientation (Fig. 9). One directs the indole substituent towards the distal cavity (IS-modes) and the other instead directs the sidechain in that direction (SCmodes). The same modes reappearing between different simulations indicate that the similarity between
them is great, especially regarding torsions. They
would probably cocluster very well if the data from
those different simulations were mixed and reclustered. They are however not identical. Some small
translational differences are not unusal for the same
modes between simulations with different oxidation
states. In any case, all the observed docking modes
for co I and co II whether fully represented (1 - 1 and
2 - 2) or only chemical/electrostatically represented
(F - 1 and F - 2) were found in the proximity of the
C20 atom, the C18 methyl and the D-ring as earlier
hypothesised and observed for other substrates of reaction 2 and 3.

Melatonin and serotonin docking with
horseradish peroxidase. MLT and SRT were used
as ligands in AutoDock simulations with the HRP
representing grids no 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. SRT was run
both with the amino group protonated and unprotonated. All resulting conformational modes from these
simulations are presented in table 3. The reproducibility (Table 5) was very good for all the SRT dockings
(83 - 98 % total mode strength) and fair for MLT
(62 - 73 %). The trend is clear that almost none of
the conformations have their indole rings parallel to
the heme plane (exception: unprotonated SRT mode
HSD with ferric HRP). Therefore none of the modes
were able to stack with any part of the heme. In general, the indole part of the modes was situated some
distance from the heme edge, the distance from the
a

Melatonin and serotonin docking with
myeloperoxidase. MLT and SRT were used as ligands in AutoDock simulations involving the MPO
representing grids 7, 8 and 9. SRT was run both with
the amino group protonated and unprotonated. All
resulting modes from these simulations are presented
in table 4. Reproducibility (Table 5) was good for
unprotonated SRT (70 - 85 % total mode strength),
fair for protonated SRT (64 - 79 %) and fair for
MLT (64 - 76 %).
b

Figure 10. Docking mode results for the proposed active site of MPO co I. C18, C20 and the ferryl oxygen are
shown as black balls. a) The MMB (blue, dark), MMC (red, middle) and MME (green, light) are docking modes
of MLT. b) The MSB (blue, dark) and MSC2 (orange, light) are docking modes of protonated SRT. All MPO
modes found in the co I state were also observed in co II.
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Table 5
Reproducibility measurement and mean values of the docking results of melatonin and serotonin to
horseradish peroxidase and myeloperoxidase
Horseradish peroxidase
Mean of mode
docking energies
(kcal mol-1)b

Mean of mode
indole distance
(Å)c

-10.1 ± 0.4
-9.6 ± 0.6
-9.7 ± 0.5
-10.2 ± 0.3
-10.1 ± 0.3

4.7 ± 0.9
4.5 ± 0.9
4.7 ± 0.6
4.5 ± 0.7
4.5 ± 0.7

-9.6 ± 0.0
-9.2 ± 0.3
-9.4 ± 0.3

Unprotonated serotonin
F-F
87
-8.8 ± 0.0
1/F - 1
98
-8.6 ± 0.1
2/F - 2
98
-8.7 ± 0.0

Ox.
statea

Total
mode
strength
(%)

Myeloperoxidase
Total
mode
strength
(%)

Mean of mode
docking energies
(kcal mol-1)b

Mean of mode
indole distance
(Å)c

64
76
72

-10.6 ± 0.7
-10.5 ± 0.3
-10.5 ± 0.3

3.5 ± 0.0
3.5 ± 0.1
3.5 ± 0.0

4.3 ± 0.0
4.5 ± 0.4
4.3 ± 0.2

79
69
64

-10.0 ± 0.3
-9.9 ± 0.2
-10.0 ± 0.2

3.4 ± 0.0
3.4 ± 0.0
3.4 ± 0.0

4.2 ± 0.2
4.7 ± 0.4
4.5 ± 0.3

85
72
70

-9.3 ± 0.3
-9.1 ± 0.2
-9.2 ± 0.1

3.5 ± 0.1
3.5 ± 0.0
3.5 ± 0.0

Melatonin
F-F
1-1
2-2
F-1
F-2

62
69
65
73
67

Protonated serotonin
F-F
1/F - 1
2/F - 2

a
.

b
c

83
96
98

Oxidation state is denoted with the conformational part first and the chemical/electrostatic part second (F - ferric,
1 - compound I and 2 - compound 2). In the case of SRT the full representated co I and co II of HRP are compared with
the chemical/electrostatic representation of MPO co I and co II.
Mean of mode docking energies weighted with the mode strength and standard deviation is supplied.
Mean of the distance from the centre of the heme D-pyrrole ring to the closest indole atom of the modes. Weights were
used according to mode strength and standard deviation is supplied.

All ligand conformations did consistently dock
into MPO with their indole rings parallel to the heme
plane, making aromatic ring stacking with heme pyrroles possible. Furthermore, all the conformations
were close enough to the D-pyrrole ring to perform
this. The distances of the closest indole atom to the
centre of the D-ring were 3.3 - 3.5 Å for MLT and
3.4 - 3.5 Å for both forms of SRT. The ligand
sidechain was never directed towards the distal cavity. In many cases the indole substituent was directed
at the distal cavity making such modes to IS-modes.
The substituent itself was often close to the heme
centre and the Fe-ion itself.
Other modes presented the indole side to the distal cavity, thus giving the impression of being parked
above the heme edge (I-modes). This orientation created two possibilities of directing either the sidechain
or the indole substituent towards a pocket located
upwards along the periphery of the distal cavity (Fig.
10). It was also observed that, while MLT readily
used both possibilities, both protonated and unproto-

nated SRT never directed the sidechain towards the
mentioned pocket. Also with MPO, the resulting
docking modes concur with the notion of the D-ring
and the C20 atom as the site of peroxidase reaction 2
and 3.
Comparison of HRP docking complexes to
MPO docking complexes. All the docking modes of
MLT and SRT agree with the idea that the heme edge
is the site of the peroxidase reduction. Only dockings
into the ferric state could proceed further into the distal cavity, but this comparison will only comprise
dockings to co I and co II. Agreeing on the site of
reduction, the similarities between HRP and MPO
dockings end. Firstly, the modes docked into MPO
have a more intimate interaction with the heme edge
and especially with the D-ring (Fig. 11 and 12).
Many distance properties, e g the distance from the
centre of the D-ring to the closest indole atom of the
mode, also illustrate this. The mean values for these
measurements (Table 5) show that docking modes in
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MPO present their indoles 0.9 - 1.2 Å closer to the
centre of the D-ring than docking modes in HRP.
Secondly, docking modes in MPO whether MLT or
any form of SRT have lower docking free energies
than those of HRP (Table 5). The differences are
generally 0.3 - 0.7 kcal/mol. Thus docking modes in
MPO seems to be in a more favourable environment
than those of HRP. Thirdly, all the docking modes in
MPO are potentially able to make aromatic stacking
with the D-ring of the heme. None of the docking
modes in HRP are able to do so, while their indole
rings are too far away from the heme edge and their
orientation is not parallel to the heme plane.
Fourthly, all docking modes of MLT and SRT into
MPO, offer the indole possibilities of close interaction with the heme. In contrast, the HMB modes (Fig.
12) present the bulky MLT sidechain into the HRP
active site, thus pushing the central indole beyond 5
Å from the D-ring centre. Furthermore, in MPO
dockings neither MLT nor SRT orientate the
sidechain toward the Fe-ion. This observation support the notion that the indole substituent or the cen-

tral indole would be more important to the reaction
than the sidechain. Indeed, in the reduction of HRP
by IAA which is known in greater detail, an indole
electron was found to be transferred1. In all, these
observations does make sense with the faster k2 rates
of MPO in comparison with HRP (Table 1). It cannot
however explain the lack of such differences in k3
between MPO and HRP. Neither HRP nor MPO co II
docking pattern differed significantly from those in
co I.
Comparison of melatonin and serotonin. Even
if the rate differences between different substrates are
considered adequately explained with other methods,
it could still be informative to compare MLT and
SRT dockings to each other. Several lines of research
have suggested the indole substituent or the central
indole of having the most important role in the electron transfer process of reaction 2 and 3. In addition
to the previously mentioned reaction mechanism of

Figure 11. The superposition of the HRP (black) and MPO (grey) co I active sites. The docking modes in
this figure are orientating their indole substituent inwards. Only the hemes, proximal and distal histidines of the
active sites are shown and C18, C20 and ferryl oxygen are shown as balls in the colour of the respective macromolecule. The HRP docking modes on the left side of the figure are MLT mode HMC (blue, dark) and unprotonated SRT mode HSA (green, light). The MPO docking modes on the right side are MLT mode MMC (red,
dark) and unprotonated SRT mode MSB (orange, light).
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Figure 12. The superposition of the HRP (black) and MPO (grey) co I active sites. The docking modes in
this figure are orientating their indole side or sidechain inwards. Only the hemes, proximal and distal histidines
of the active sites are shown and C18, C20 and ferryl oxygen are shown as balls in the colour of the respective
macromolecule. The HRP docking modes on the left side are MLT mode HMB (blue, dark) and unprotonated
SRT mode HSC (orange, light). The MPO docking modes on the right side are MLT mode MMB (red, dark) and
MME (green, middle) and unprotonated SRT mode MSC (yellow, light).
IAA and our own observations regarding SC-modes
in HRP and MPO, extensive studies of the Hammett
coefficients of peroxidase substrates have discovered
that electron donating groups as methyls, methoxies
(MLT) but especially hydroxyls (SRT) cause higher
reaction rates when acting as indole substituents1,23.
Chemical changes in the sidechain have not caused
such great rate changes. The positioning of the indole
rings and the indole substituent could still have some
importance. Primarily, docking modes of co I and co
II are compared.
The IS-modes of MLT and SRT are fairly similar regarding the position of the indole (Fig. 11). The
shortest distance from the indole to the D-ring centre
are approximately 4.1 - 4.6 Å for MLT and approximately 4.2 Å for SRT in HRP, but 3.4 - 3.5 Å for
both substrates in MPO. According to figure 11, the

IS-part of SRT seems to come somewhat closer to the
heme edge than MLT. Other distance measurements
like the distance between indole substituent oxygen
and the C20 atom or the Fe-ion support this. The indole substituent of SRT is approximately 1 Å closer
to the heme edge than is that of MLT. The IS-modes
are generally also, with respect to mode strength, the
dominant ones. The only real difference between
MLT and SRT IS-mode dockings in MPO, is that the
MLT is flipped over by 180° in comparison with
SRT. Probably the methoxy group of MLT is a bit
too large to be directed straight into the distal cavity
as SRT does with the smaller hydroxyl group.
In the cases of SC-modes (HRP only), the bulky
MLT sidechain forces the indole ring away from the
heme edge resulting in indole to D-ring centre distances of 6.2 - 6.5 Å. In contrast SRT SC-modes still
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doles9. Alas, even with these heartening indications,
it still cannot be explained why the rates of MPO co
II are so much smaller than those of MPO co I, nor
why the substrate specificity of MPO co II would be
at the same levels as HRP co II while being rather
unspecific in co I. The preference for SRT above
MLT in HRP and MPO co II is 2300 and 1500 respectively.

have distance values of 4.5 - 5.2 Å, which do not differ greatly from the IS-modes. In a temperate environment this would suggest that MLT would spend
less time in the active site with its indole close to the
heme edge than SRT.
The I-modes of MLT and SRT in MPO (Fig. 12)
appear to have the central indole in the same place.
MLT seem to have somewhat less stacking possibilities than SRT, but no significant differences are observed otherwise. The indole to D-ring distances
were 3.3 - 3.5 Å for MLT and 3.4 - 3.5 Å for SRT.
The orientation of the sidechain constitutes the largest difference between MLT and SRT dockings into
MPO. In addition to sticking the sidechain out into
the transport channel like SRT does (MMB, MSC
and MSC2), MLT also is able to put its rather large
sidechain into a pocket upwards along the periphery
of of the distal cavity (MME). Wherever MLT and
SRT direct their sidechain, it is still clear that the indoles of the SRT and MLT dockings are located at
the same spot.
These observations does not only concur with
SRT having significantly greater k2 and k3 rates in
HRP then MLT. MLT and SRT indoles are found
with the same distances to the heme edge regardless
of docking mode in MPO. But in HRP, the indole
substituent of MLT is located further away from the
heme edge than that of SRT and MLT and displays
significant distance differences, depending on the
docking mode. This could explain why the preference for SRT above MLT in HRP co I (620) would
be so much greater than that of MPO co I (2.8).
This phenomenon of a greater substrate specificity of HRP than MPO is not isolated to SRT and
MLT, but has been observed for variety of other ina

Comparison of dockings to the oxidation
states of peroxidase: ferric vs compound I/II. The
simulations with ferric state peroxidases were performed mostly to check how much the docking
modes were affected by the appearance of the ferryl
oxygen or by the corresponding changes in the electrostatics. So far, all the x-ray crystallography models
of peroxidases complexed with reaction 2 and 3 substrates have been produced with the enzyme either in
the ferric state or in a state of inhibition. Otherwise
the substrate would react and no complex would be
obtained. Apart from that, peroxidases of co I tend to
be unstable per se.
In HRP, both MLT and SRT docking modes are
somewhat, but not greatly affected by the structural
differences between ferric and co I/II state (Fig. 13).
The SC-mode HMB of MLT seems to be largely unaffected while the IS-mode HMC is found to experience a small pushback effect from the ferryl oxygen.
In contrast the SRT IS-mode HSA is unaffected. Regarding unprotonated SRT, the HSC mode in the ferric state is markedly weaker than the HSC mode of
co I and co II and the HSC3 mode is not found in the
ferric state at all.

b

Figure 13. The superposition of the HRP ferric (black) and co I (gray) active sites with docking modes.
C18, C20 and ferryl oxygen are shown as balls in the colour of the respective HRP state. a) MLT HMB mode in
ferric HRP (yellow, lightest) and in co I (blue, darkest) and HMC mode in ferric HRP (red, dark) and in co I
(green, light). b) Protonated SRT HSA mode in ferric HRP (red, middle) and in co I (blue, dark). The HSC2
(green, light) mode was only present in the HRP co I state. When using unprotonated SRT, the similar HSC
mode could be found in ferric state dockings.
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a

b

Figure 14. Ferric MPO structure with ferryl oxygen of superimposed HRP co I added in order to emulate
MPO co I. C18, C20 and ferryl oxygen are represented as black balls. a) MLT MMA mode that only has been
found in ferric MPO (green, light) and the MMB mode that has been found in both the ferric state (red, middle)
and in the emulated co I state (blue, dark). b) Protonated SRT mode MSA2 (yellow, lightest) has only been found
in ferric state MPO whereas MSB (blue, darkest) has only been found in emulated co I state. The mode MSC2
was found both in ferric state (green, dark) and in emulated co I state (orange, light).
Regarding protonated SRT, the HSC mode can only
be found in co II while the similar mode HSC2 is
easily found in co I. In the ferric state no mode even
remotely similar to HSC can be found. The reason
for this antipathy of ferric state HRP against the SRT
sidechain is for the moment not known. Excepting
these differences the docking pattern of the substrates
on HRP is fairly alike. This suggests that structural
models of substrate-ferric HRP complexes should be
fairly reliable when adressing substrate docking position into the co I or II active site.
When comparing ferric with the co I and II states
in MPO, pushback effects on both MLT and SRT
were a lot more easy to detect (Fig. 14). The MLT
MMA mode that was found in the MPO ferric state,
had the lowest docking energy of all dockings
(-12.18 kcal/mol) and was furthermore able to direct
the methoxy group directly into the distal cavity. The
distance of the methoxy oxygen to the Fe-ion was
2.9 Å. This mode was completely abolished when
adding the ferryl oxygen, restricting MLT to use the
flipped over MMC-mode as the only IS-mode. Similarily, the SRT IS-modes MSA and MSA2 which
both had 3.0 Å distance from the hydroxyl oxygen to
the Fe-ion, were also abolished. SRT was however
still able to stick the hydroxyl group directly into the
distal cavity by using the MSB mode which was not
present among the ferric dockings. It could be argued
that the MSB mode of SRT actually is equivalent to a
substantially pushed MSA or MSA2 mode. The MSB
mode however, have a hydroxy oxygen to Fe-ion distance of 4.2 - 4.3 Å. The complete push is thus read-

ily over 1 Å in length and the enclosed enviromental
change affects the conformation of the sidechain significantly. Hence, the MSB mode was considered to
be separate from MSA and MSA2. The I-modes of
both substrates are very similar when comparing ferric state MPO to co I and II. All MPO modes found
in the co I state were also observed in co II.
These observations give another aspect of MPO
having a more spacious active site than HRP. In
MPO ferric state, the substrate indole substituents are
allowed to come within a 3 Å radius distance from
the Fe-ion. In HRP no indole substituents are allowed
within an 4.0 Å radius distance to the Fe-ion. Electrostatic changes aside, the ferryl oxygen is the only
addition to the MPO structure in order to representate
co I. This strongly suggests that the appearance of the
ferryl oxygen in co I enforces a different substrate
docking pattern from that of the ferric state. To the
contrary, the ferric HRP structure seems not to allow
the substrate to get close enough to experience the
energy differences origining from the presence or the
absence of the ferryl oxygen. The small differences
observed could as well be caused by other conformational movements (e g distal His 170, Arg 38 or Phe
179) or by differences in the electrostatics. When
adressing the impact of this on structure modelling,
this indicate that even if modelled substrate-ferric
HRP complexes could be fairly reliable to emulate
substrate docking into co I or II, modelled substrateferric MPO would probably not. Especially as possible conformational changes of MPO during reaction 1 or 2 still has not been properly elucidated.
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a

b

Figure 15. Superposition picture of HRP co I (black) and co II (red) active sites with docking modes. C18,
C20 and ferryl oxygen are represented as balls in the colour of the respective HRP state. a) MLT conformation
modes and submodes of HMC in HRP co I: HMC (blue, dark), HMC2 (red, middle) and HMC4 (green, light). b)
MLT conformation submodes of HMC in HRP co II: HMC (blue, dark), HMC2 (red, middle) and HMC3 (yellow, light).
a

b

Figure 16. Ferric state HRP with the ferryl oxygens of co I (black ball) and co II (red ball) added to emulate HRP co I and co II without other structural changes. The C18 and C20 are represented as black balls.
a) MLT conformation modes of HMC in emulated HRP compound I: HMC (blue, dark) and HMC2 (red, light).
b) MLT conformation modes of HMC in emulated HRP co II: HMC (blue, dark), HMC2 (red, middle) and
HMC3 (yellow, light).
Noteworthy is that the similarity of these modes to
each other caused HMC and HMC2 to be clustered
together in co I while being declared as separate
modes in ferric state and in co II (Rtol = 1.0, Table 3).
As visual inspection clearly showed that both modes
still were clearly visible, they were separated into
submodes by clustering the simulation result with Rtol
being set at 0.6 Å in order to keep the reproducibility
constant. The HMB mode is unaffected. Also the SCmodes of SRT (HSC, HSC2, HSC3) show small
shifts of 0.3 - 0.4 Å when comparing co I and co II.
These shifts are too small to make any correlation
attempt with rate properties feasible. Especially as
Rtol in most cases was set at 1.0 Å and the reproduci-

Comparison of dockings to the oxidation
states of peroxidase: compound I vs compound II.
In HRP, small conformation and position differences
in the similar HMC, HMC2, HMC3 and HMC4
modes were detected (Fig. 15). This is perhaps not so
surprising as the structural difference between HRP
co I and co II active site seem to be very small. The
HMC mode is largely positionally unaffected but
loses strength (Table 3) when comparing co I (26 %)
and co II (10 %). The mode taking advantage of this
is HMC2 which displays an approximate upward
shift of 0.5 Å along with a gain in strength from 19
% in co I to 40 % in co II. The HMC3 mode of co II
is also somewhat shifted compared to HMC4 of co I.
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bility of the 0.2 Å clusterings were not good enough.
Yet, it is still interesting, that the modes displaying
small shifts in this comparison already have been
shown to be sensitive to the conformational differences between ferric and co I state, the MLT ISmode showing somewhat larger sensitivity than the
SRT SC-mode. Most importantly though, the control
simulations applying chemical and electrostatic
changes only (HRP F-1 and F-2), did not reproduce
these shifts (Fig. 16). The only property that could be
assigned to the chemical and electrostatic changes
from co I and co II was the appearance of the HMC3
mode in co II, and it is not very strong (8-9 %).
Moreover, the comparison between co I and co II
dockings in MPO, which assume that no structural
changes take place, did not uncover any significant
shifts or differences at all (< 0.2 Å). Therefore it may
be assumed that conformational differences albeit
small, still exert larger influence over the substrate
docking pattern than chemical/electrostatic changes.
This regrettably render either one or both of the
chemical/electrostatically represented MPO models
doubtable.
The AutoDock simulations of MPO co I and co
II fail to explain the large difference in reaction rates
between MPO k2 and k3 and cannot either explain the
higher substrate specificity of co II. Added to the recent studies of MPO reduction potentials25 and the
lack of success in explaining this phenomenon in
other ways, these observations strengthens the suspicion of a conformational change or a quantum mechanical polarisation effect taking place during reaction 1 or 2. One could hypothesize that while the ISdocking modes of SRT and MLT orientate themselves differently from each other, the conformational or electrostatical change in the macromolecule
could affect SRT and MLT reactivity in quite different ways. As the earlier observations in this study
still seem compatible with the dockings to MPO co I,
a conformational change in reaction 2 would seem
more probable than in reaction 1. The possibility of
conformation changes in reaction 1 cannot be excluded though.

co II. Probe-interaction energy grids show that the
accessibility to the HRP heme edge is much more
size-restricted than that of MPO. Docked modes
of MLT and SRT to MPO are closer to the heme
edge than the corresponding modes in HRP, and
there are several possibilities of aromatic ring
stacking between the indole rings and the MPO
heme D-ring. In HRP, none of the substrates used
in the study, are able to reach the heme edge with
the aromatic ring parallel to the heme plane.
Docking to MPO co I or co II does not only result
in the closest contact between heme and substrate,
but also offers several ways to achieve this.
Moreover, in the ferric state docking modes have
been found even further into the active site. Those
docking modes can no longer be reproduced when
adding the ferryl oxygen of co I or co II. The differences between ferric state and co I and II in
MPO are even larger than in HRP even when the
MPO representations of co I and co II are incomplete.
3. The AutoDock simulations agree with earlier indications, that the indole substituent and/or the
indole rings would have the strongest influence
over the rates of reaction 2 and 3. In MPO, SRT
and MLT docking modes of significance present
the indole substituent or indole ring side, but
never the sidechain towards the active site.
4. Major SRT docking modes are observed closer to
the heme edge than MLT in HRP. Shorter electron transfer distance for SRT agree with observed higher HRP k2 and k3 values for SRT
compared to MLT. Apart from serotonin docking
modes being closer to the heme, the two substrates are orientated in roughly the same way in
HRP dockings. The only advantage SRT have
over MLT in MPO co I and co II dockings is the
ability of one major SRT mode to stick the indole
substituent directly into the distal cavity. This observation and the signs of harder access restriction
in HRP than in MPO, would also agree with the
greater substrate specificity of HRP co I.

CONCLUSIONS
1. AutoDock simulations agree about the importance
of the heme edge, the C20 carbon and the
D-pyrrole ring as site of peroxidase reduction. All
docked modes whether of major or minor
strength, whether SRT or MLT were found in that
area in both the active sites of HRP and MPO co I
and
co II.

5. No substantial conformation difference of the
docking modes has been observed so far when
comparing co I with co II dockings, but some
small shifts of the mode positions have been
found. Interestingly MLT seem to show greater
such differences than SRT in HRP. It could perhaps be argued that MLT being larger than SRT
would be more susceptible to small conformational changes.

2. Significant orientation differences of the docked
substrates in MPO compared to HRP due to the
structural differences of the active sites could explain the higher reduction rates of MPO co I and

6. In control experiments, not taking the conformation changes between co I and co II into account,
these small movements mentioned above were not
observed. In AutoDock experiments it seems that
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even small structural differences have greater impact on docking results than the addition of the
ferryl oxygen or electrostatic changes in HRP.
7. No significant docking mode differences has so
far been observed between the chemical/electrostatic representations of MPO co I and
co II. These observations are consistent with the
indication from HRP control dockings, that
change in charge distribution alone does not affect the substrate docking modes to peroxidases to
any significant degree.
The chemical/electrostatic representation and
knowledge about MPO co I and co II are therefore
inadequate in order to explain the differences in k3
rates between MPO and HRP. Of course, errors in
the simulation are possible. The charge parametrisation of the heme was made according to general
knowledge but were never obtained explicitely from
any quantum mechanical calculation. Also, conformation changes induced by the substrate itself or
structural water molecules could cause different
docking behaviour. All these sources of error could
of course be adressed to check these results further.
The results as they are today though, suggests that
conformational changes during reaction 1 or 2 or a
quantum mechanics polarisation effect could be responsible for the difference in k2 and k3-rates. Then
the recommended focus of future studies is to elucidate the conformational appearance of MPO co I and
co II and perhaps also adress the electrostatic status
of the MPO heme further.
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APPENDIX

CBB
CAB

1. Covalent bonds between the heme and MPO
apoprotein. Following covalent bonds exist between
the heme and the apoprotein in one MPO unit1 (Chart
1 and 2).
1.
2.
3.

CMC

C3B
CMB

C2B
C1B

Ester bond between the C12-methyl (CMD) and
the Oδ1 atom of Asp A94.
Ester bond between the C2-methyl (CMB) and
the Oε2 atom of Glu C242.
Thioether bond between the C3-vinyl α-carbon
(CAB) and the Sδ atom of Met C243.

NB

CHB

C3A

OXO

NA

CAA

CHD
C1D
C2D

CMD

C3D
CAD

CBA

CBD

CGA
O-1A

CBC

C4C

C4D
CHA

CAC

C3C

NC

ND

C1A

C2A

AutoDock 3.0 does not need any explicit bonding information for the macromolecule, thus making
additional bonding information regarding these
bonds unnecessary. The electrostatical effects were
on the other hand accounted for, thus assigning Asp
A94 and Glu C242 as neutral and Met C243 with a
single positive charge.

C1C

Fe

C4A
CMA

C2C

CHC
C4B

CBG
O2A

O2D

O-1D

Chart 2. The structure of the ferriprotoporphyrin IX (heme) with the ferryl oxygen (OXO) of
co I added. The atoms are named according to the
PDB-standard.

2. Electrostatics of the macromolecule heme.
Charges of a ferrous heme made for CHARMM22
were modified to the ferric, co I and co II states.
Non-polar hydrogens were deleted and the enclosed
charges were added to the closest non-hydrogen atom
according to the united atom principle. The modification to the ferric state (Table 6) was performed simply by adding a +1.00 charge to signify the Fe(III)ion resulting in the charge of +1.24, which it indeed
has been indicated to have30. The further modifications of the heme charge distribution to represent co I
and co II were made according to two policies called
the makeshift and the superhistidine policy.
The makeshift policy (Table 6, Ms) modificates
the ferric heme to co I by merely assigning a -0.36
charge suggested for carbonyl oxygen by GRID to
the ferryl oxygen and adjust the Fe(IV)-ion charge to
+1.60 in order to keep the total charge constant. In
modification from co I to co II, the ferryl oxygen
charge was -0.13 assigned originally to hydroxyl
oxygen atoms in GRID parameter files. The Fe(IV)ion charge was adjusted accordingly. As the added
proton of co II could not be represented properly, it
was decided that the Fe(IV)-ion should accomodate
almost all of that charge (+0.96). To keep the total
heme charge constant, the charge of all 16 pyrrole
carbons were incremented with the charge -0.06.
These modifications does not have any support from
literature and the only calculations that made use of
the policy are those of GRID.

The superhistidine policy acquired its name on
the basis of the heme design in PDB-files prepared
for AutoGrid. According to this policy, the peroxidase heme was considered to be a part of the proximal histidine sidechain, thus creating a virtual amino
acid type with both the histidine imidazole and the
entire heme as a sidechain. This superhistidine amino
acid type was created in order to enable charge distribution modelling between the heme and the proximal histidine (AutoDock 3.0 requires all molecules/residues to have integral charges). Recent research have shown that charge transfer between the
heme and the proximal histidine may take place11 and
it seemed therefore prudent to be able to model it.
Ironically, this ability was used to a very small degree as there was no information about what kind of
charge transfer actually would take place in the HRP
or MPO peroxidase reactions. The superhistidine policy (Table 6, Sh) modificates the ferric heme to
co I by assigning a -0.36 charge to the ferryl oxygen.
It also signifies the presence of the π-cation radical
by distributing a +1.00 charge on all 20 carbon atoms
of the porphyrin ring. The Fe(IV)-ion charge was adjusted to keep the total charge constant and therefore
acquired a charge of +0.60. Similarily to the makeshift policy, the added proton of co II could not be
properly modelled, but +0.60 of the accompanying
charge was added to the Fe(IV)-ion.
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Table 6
Heme charges modificated from the CHARMM ferrous heme according to the makeshift (Ms) and the
superhistidine (Sh) policy
Charge (e u)
Atom no:

IUPAC
PDB atom
atom
names
names

Ferric
state

Ms co I
state

Ms co II
state

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

FE
OXO/OXHa
CHA
CHB
CHC
CHD
NA
C1A
C2A
C3A
C4A
CMA
CAA
CBA
CGA
O1A
O2A
NB
C1B
C2B
C3B
C4B
CMB
CAB
CBB
NC
C1C
C2C
C3C
C4C
CMC
CAC
CBC
ND
C1D
C2D
C3D
C4D
CMD
CAD
CBD
CGD
O1D
O2D

1.24
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.18
0.12
-0.06
-0.06
0.12
0.00
0.00
-0.10
0.62
-0.76
-0.76
-0.18
0.12
-0.06
-0.06
0.12
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.18
0.12
-0.06
-0.06
0.12
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.18
0.12
-0.06
-0.06
0.12
0.00
0.00
-0.10
0.62
-0.76
-0.76

1.60
-0.36
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.18
0.12
-0.06
-0.06
0.12
0.00
0.00
-0.10
0.62
-0.76
-0.76
-0.18
0.12
-0.06
-0.06
0.12
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.18
0.12
-0.06
-0.06
0.12
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.18
0.12
-0.06
-0.06
0.12
0.00
0.00
-0.10
0.62
-0.76
-0.76

-1.00

-1.00

Total:
a

Fe
C15
C20
C5
C10
N24
C16
C17
C18
C19
N21
C1
C2
C3
C4
N22
C6
C7
C8
C9
N23
C11
C12
C13
C14
-

Sh co I
state

Sh co II
state

2.33
-0.13
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.18
0.06
-0.12
-0.12
0.06
0.00
0.00
-0.10
0.62
-0.76
-0.76
-0.18
0.06
-0.12
-0.12
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.18
0.06
-0.12
-0.12
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.18
0.06
-0.12
-0.12
0.06
0.00
0.00
-0.10
0.62
-0.76
-0.76

0.60
-0.36
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
-0.18
0.17
-0.01
-0.01
0.17
0.00
0.00
-0.10
0.62
-0.76
-0.76
-0.18
0.17
-0.01
-0.01
0.17
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.18
0.17
-0.01
-0.01
0.17
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.18
0.17
-0.01
-0.01
0.17
0.00
0.00
-0.10
0.62
-0.76
-0.76

1.20
-0.36
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
-0.18
0.14
-0.04
-0.04
0.14
0.00
0.00
-0.10
0.62
-0.76
-0.76
-0.18
0.14
-0.04
-0.04
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.18
0.14
-0.04
-0.04
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.18
0.14
-0.04
-0.04
0.14
0.00
0.00
-0.10
0.62
-0.76
-0.76

-1.00

-1.00

-1.00

The ferric state has got no 6:th Fe-ion coordinator. The ferryl oxygen of co I is denoted OXO while the ferryl oxygen of co II is
denoted OXH marking the possibility of a nearby proton.
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To keep the total heme charge constant, a -0.60
charge portion was distributed on the same 20 porphyrine carbon atoms that earlier accomodated the
charge of the π-cation radical. The charge of the ferryl oxygen was left unchanged. This charge distribution scheme is, in contrast to the makeshift policy,
fairly consistent with results of earlier density functional theory calculations11,32.
The charge distribution schemes may look
somewhat crude, but AutoDock control simulations
using the makeshift policy actually displayed very
little difference from those using the superhistidine
policy. As the result and conclusions mentions, structural differences seem to have a much larger impact
than differences in charge distribution. In future studies though, the proton of co II should be properly

C 13
C2
C3

C1 - O1, C8 - C9, C9 - C10 and C10 - N2.
C1 - O1, C8 - C9, C9 - C10 and C10 - N2.
C3 - O3, C4 - O4, C1 - C7 and C8 - C9.
C1 - C7 and N1 - O2.

C8

C4
C5

H5

H4

N+ 2

C 11

N2
C7

C6

MLT:
SRT:
FER:
BHA:

O2

C 10

C9
C1

3. Rotatability and electrostatics of the ligands.
The charges of the ligands were calculated using the
Gasteiger model and are shown in chart 3 and table
7. Following bonds were considered rotatable for
AutoDock simulations (Chart 3):

Serotonin (SRT)

Melatonin (MLT)

O1

modelled and the charge distributions could of course
also be optimised, perhaps through further studies
using density functional theory calculations.

H2

C 12

H2

C2
C1

N1

C 10

C9

O1

C3

H3

C8
C7

C6

H1

C4
C5

N1
H1

Ferulic acid (FER)

Benzhydroxamic acid (BHA)

O2
C 10

C8

O3

O4

C2
C3

C1

C4

C6

C7

H1

C9

N1

O- 1

C2

C5

C3

C1

C4

C6

O2
H2

C7
O1

C5

H1

Chart 3. Atom numbered chemical sketches of the docking ligands. SRT is depicted here in the protonated
state.
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Table 7
Gasteiger charges for the AutoDock ligands added with TRIGO-SYBYL 6.9.1
Ligand charges (e u)
Atom name

MLT

pr SRT

upr SRT

FER

BHA

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
N1
N2
O1
O2
O3
O4

0.094
0.025
0.015
0.057
0.019
0.026
0.068
-0.002
0.052
0.105
0.231
0.097
0.181
0.166
0.163
-0.352
-0.345
-0.328
-0.273
-

0.073
0.042
0.003
0.039
0.026
0.034
0.076
-0.020
0.088
0.132
0.152
0.217
0.199
0.199
0.199
-0.320
0.219
-0.360
-

0.073
0.042
0.003
0.039
0.026
0.034
0.076
-0.023
0.052
0.082
0.152
0.217
0.118
0.118
-0.320
-0.330
-0.360
-

-0.033
0.051
0.102
0.099
0.040
0.014
0.018
0.085
0.198
0.210
0.217
-0.645
-0.645
-0.353
-0.358

0.034
0.017
0.001
0.000
0.001
0.017
0.275
0.197
0.244
-0.233
-0.265
-0.287
-

Total
pKaa

-0.001
-

0.998

-0.001
9.8

-1.000
4.6

0.001
8.8

a

SRT pKa is for amino group, FER pKa is for carboxyl group and BHA pKa is for the hydroxamic group.
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